5.3

BALMER LINES
Generally, the existence of the emission Balmer lines in an optical spectrum can be

used to categorise a normal B type star into a Be star or Be-shell star phase depending on
the profile of the emission lines. In addition, the Be stars can be classified as mild, more
developed or extreme Be stars by the number of Balmer series, which appear in the
emission and also by the existence of other elements, such as HeI and FeII (Gray et al.,
2009). The emission line profiles are also subject to change on a timescale of days, months
or decades.

The BeSS database provides a constant monitoring of -Sco in the H region since
2006. Starting from 2008, the observations have been carried out using an Echelle type
spectrograph, which enables a high-resolution spectrum covering the H region
simultaneously. Table 5.1 shows the parameters of -Sco in the H region from 2007 to
2010, whereas Table 5.2 shows the parameters of the H and H spectral profiles. Column 1
and 2 are the observation dates represent in Gregorian and Modified Heliocentric Julian
Date (MHJD) calendars respectively. Column 3 is V/R ratio – ratio of violet to red peaks.
Column 4 is for the equivalent width, EW measured in Angstroms (Å) and columns 5 and 6
are FWHM in Å and km/s, respectively. Columns 7 and 8 are the separation of the V and R
peaks, Vp, in Å and km/s, respectively and column 9 is the ratio of the disc radius over the
stellar radius and the last column dw, is the minimum spectral dispersion of the instruments.
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Table 5.1 – List of data of -Sco and profile measurements of Hα from 2007 to 2010. Column 1 and 2
are observation dates in Gregorian calendar and modified heliocentric Julian Date calendar. Column 3
is V/R ratio, followed by the equivalent width, EW measured in Angstroms (Å), columns 5 and 6 are
FWHM in Å and km/s, respectively, columns 7 and 8 are the separation of the V and R peaks, Vp,
in Å and km/s, respectively and column 9 is the ratio of the disc radius over the stellar radius and the
last column dw, is the minimum spectral dispersion of the spectrograph.
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Table 5.1 – Continue
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Table 5.1 – Continue

Table 5.2 – List of Echelle data of -Sco and spectral profiles of Hβ (above) and Hγ (below): column 4
lists the radial velocity of the centre reversal of the line profile RVcr, measured in km/s. The other
parameters are the same as in Table 5.1.
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Table 5.2 – Continue

5.3.1

H variability behaviour
As shown in Table 5.1, the number of data on H from 2007 to 2010 was the highest

compared with other lines. This provides us data with which to study the behaviour of the
outer emitting disc region of -Sco when closing to the next periastron, which occurred in
2011. Figure 5.5a, 5.5b and 5.5c show several types of variation in the Hprofiles that we
had identified from the data. Those profiles shown in the figures had a minimum spectral
dispersion of 0.1 Å/pixel in which the profiles reveal features that are more detailed
compared with higher spectral dispersion data. Based on the speckle interferometric
observations, -Sco has been confirmed as a binary system with high eccentricity and a
period P of ~10.6 years (Miroshnichenko et al., 2001), 10.7 years (Tango et al., 2009) and
10.817 years (Tycner et al., 2011). The detection of radial velocity RV variation in the
primary’s spectra shows that -Sco is a single-lined spectroscopic binary. The binary
characteristics sometimes can be captured in its spectral profiles depending on the
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orientation and physical conditions of the companion relative to the primary. In Figure 5.5a,
5.5b and 5.5c, some of the profiles show a profile with more than two peaks, which could
be a sign of the binary or a multiple system of -Sco. The following explanation of the
behaviour and characteristics of the H line profile of -Sco refers to Figure 5.5a, 5.5b and
5.5c.
In 2007, the profile on the 21st February and 16th April resembled a class 2 category
profile, which is characterised by an asymmetric sharp single peak with blue or red
asymmetric flanks (Hanuschick et al., 1988). Hanuschik (1987) suggested that such a
profile indicates that the circumstellar envelope of -Sco is in a form of elliptical disc or
ring. However, the single peak of a class 2 profile appeared probably because of the
incapability of the instrument to resolve the double-peak profile very well from a very wide
circumstellar disc.
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